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We present a prototype framework for exploring hypoth-
eses about the neuroanatomical structures and connectiv-
ity in the cerebellar cortex at various levels of granularity,
based on experimental data and hypotheses from the
scientific literature [1]. As illustrated in Figure 1, the
framework consists of declarative and algorithmic compo-
nents. The declarative components include languages for
describing connectivity and neuronal and synaptic
mechanisms, built as an extension to the NineML descrip-
tion language [2]. The algorithmic components are Python
scripts and the PyNN program, which are used for
interfacing to specific simulator platforms and for simula-
tion control.
The core assumptions of the framework are: 1) connec-
tivity rules are specified as probability distributions for
overlapping volumes of objects of different categories; 2)
synapse locations are randomly generated from the distri-
bution associated with an overlapping volume 3) the
volumes that represent dendritic trees have regions of uni-
form synaptic density.
We use the NineML language for declarative descrip-
tions of integrate-and-fire neuronal dynamics, and we
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have built two extensions to NineML to describe conduc-
tance-based neuronal spiking mechanisms and geometric
connectivity. The NineML Conductance language is an
extension of NineML for describing Ohmic and GHK cur-
rents based on the Hodgkin-Huxley formalisms or Markov
chains. The NineML BREP language is an extension of
NineML for constructive 3D boundary representation [3]
of neuroanatomical structures and connectivity at various
levels of granularity (from coarse-resolution solids to fine
meshes). NineML BREP is implemented on top of the
GNU Triangulated Surface library [4], and provides the
ability to specify geometric parameters for the instantia-
tion of topological objects, such as coordinates for place-
ment, or probability distributions for random placement
of a group of identical objects; define categories of topolo-
gical objects, such as stellate, basket and Golgi cells; define
rules for connectivity between different categories of
objects.
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